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ABSTRACT 

 

KAITLYN C. WAYNEN 

 

THE OLD WOMAN: EVANGELICAL MANNERS AND  

LATE GEORGIAN RESPECTABILITY 

 

DECEMBER 2016 

 

 This thesis examines the advice given to young women by an anonymous contrib-

utor to the popular late Georgian women’s magazine the Lady’s Monthly Museum.  The 

advice columnist, who used the pen name the Old Woman, gave advice to readers who 

were concerned with what constituted proper female education, how they should spend 

their leisure time, and how to act during courtship and marriage.  The advice this column-

ist gave her predominantly middle class readership mirrored attitudes held by prominent 

evangelicals of the period who sought to inculcate their morality on the English middle 

class.  This revolution of manners, led by evangelical leaders, came to shape female be-

havior for decades.  Examination of the Old Woman’s column adds important insight into 

the late Georgian period and the lives of middle class women.    
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CHAPTER I 

 

INTRODUCTION: THE OLD WOMAN AND THE LATE GEORGIAN  

 

EVANGELICAL REVOLUTION OF MANNERS 

 

 

Late in 1798, Miss Jenny Manifold, the young daughter of a wealthy tradesman 

from London, found herself in a predicament.  The nature of her father’s trade had put her 

into direct contact with countless naval officers, many of whom, according to Miss Mani-

fold, expressed admiration for her.  However, her own affections were reserved for a 

young, shy lieutenant who showed interest, but, unlike her other suitors, had failed to ad-

equately express his feelings and intentions towards her.  Miss Manifold hoped the lieu-

tenant would one day gain the courage to express his feelings, but, in the meantime, was 

unsure how to prevent the advances of her higher-ranking admirers. She consequently 

found herself inadvertently encouraging men she had no intention of accepting.  Miss 

Manifold also feared that these men of superior rank would hurt her lieutenant out of jeal-

ousy if they were to discover her affection for him.  Though she loved him, his position 

in the navy made him an inferior suitor by the standards of her society.1 The uncertainty 

Miss Manifold felt prompted her to seek advice.  

 She related her predicament in a letter addressed to the “Old Woman,” a pseudon-

ymous advice columnist who wrote a monthly column for the Lady’s Monthly Museum, a 

                                                 
1 “Old Woman.” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, January 1799, v. 2. 345, Early British Periodicals, University of North Texas Microforms Periodi-

cals Series Collection, 25-27. 
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highly successful magazine geared towards middle class women such as Jenny Manifold. 

In the January 1799 issue of the Lady’s Monthly Museum the Old Woman responded to 

Miss Manifold’s letter with some harsh advice.  The advice columnist admonished Jenny 

for not having the strength of character to discourage the men she did not wish to accept.  

The Old Woman further stated that men only quarreled over a woman when the woman 

had encouraged animosity through her own action or inaction.   She lectured Jenny, citing 

her actions as vain and immoral, concluding her sentiments with the statement “She who 

deludes, deserves to be met with delusion.”2  The Old Woman’s moralizing response to 

Jenny Manifold is emblematic of her general comments on proper female behavior, 

which were given prominent place in the Lady’s Monthly Museum for nearly ten years 

from 1798-1808.3 

 This thesis will explore the Old Woman’s advice to female readers and will argue 

that her column participated in late Georgian England’s revolution of manners whereby 

middle class women, like Jenny Manifold, came under the influence of refined concep-

tions of behavior. The Old Woman’s crusade to inculcate proper modes of female behav-

ior within England’s burgeoning middle class was furthermore connected to evangelical-

ism. This religious movement gained traction during the period and aimed to combat a 

                                                 
2 “Old Woman.” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 3, January 1799, 27-28.  
3 Alison Adburgham, Women in Print: Writing Women & Women’s Magazines from the Restoration to the 

Accession of Victoria, (George Allen and Unwin Ltd: London, 1972.), 210-211.  
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perceived lack of religious devotion in England as well as to re-instill moral behaviors 

evangelicals believed were subdued by then deistic intellectualism and prevalent vice of 

the eighteenth century. In examining the Old Woman’s advice this study will describe the 

influence of evangelicalism on the construction of middle class conceptions of proper 

English femininity in the late Georgian period.4 

 It is important to note that the identity of the Old Woman is unknown. According 

to the credentials she provided readers in the first issue of the Lady’s Monthly Museum, 

she was a seventy-year-old woman who, before marrying a clergyman, worked as a gov-

erness in several households.5  Such experience certainly gave weight to her advice, but it 

is possible that either a younger woman or male editors, to give greater credence to the 

column, assumed this character.  However, the publisher of the Lady’s Monthly Museum, 

Vernor and Hood, was one of four larger printers operating in London during the period 

known for printing letters and work created by women.6  According to Michelle Levy, an 

expert in late Georgian print culture, William Upcott, a nineteenth century librarian, col-

lected 444 letters written by 237 women he considered distinguished during the first half 

of the century.  From dissecting his compilations, Levy found that 172 of these letters 

were published pieces. Vernor and Hood published slightly over twenty percent of these 

                                                 
4 “Old Woman.” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the. 

British Fair, v. 1, July 1798, 26-27. 
5 Ibid. 
66 The partner Hood in Vernor and Hood was the father of Thomas Hood, the well-known comedic poet. 
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letters.7  The editors of the Lady’s Monthly Museum also claimed the content of the mag-

azine was largely compiled by “a Society of Ladies.”  In the first issue of the magazine, 

the editors informed its readers that the “chief contributors are ladies of established repu-

tation in the literary circles, and whose avowed works have always been calculated to in-

form the minds of and reform the moral of the rising generation.”8  It is likely, consider-

ing that the publisher was friendly to female writers, that the Lady’s Monthly Museum 

contained a large amount of content authored by such reputed literary women and that 

one of them assumed the identity of the Old Woman. 

 The Lady’s Monthly Museum was printed from 1798 to 1832 and like many of the 

other publications of the period gave a great deal of print space to discussion of women’s 

clothing fashions.  In fact, it was one of the first publications to feature colored engrav-

ings in its fashion section.  However, the Lady’s Monthly Museum also featured articles 

and stories on subjects other than fashion that the editors believed would interest women. 

Outside of fashion The Lady’s Monthly Museum featured regular moralizing tales, de-

scriptions of new territories acquired by the British Empire, letters and other writings 

submitted by readers, and monthly portraits of distinguished women.  The inclusion of 

colored engravings and more worldly content suggests that the magazine was not simply 

the average cheap print meant for the lower classes for English society, but rather for a 

                                                 
7 Michelle Levy, “Do Women Have a Book History?,”Studies in Romanticism 53 no.3 (2014):, accessed 

August 20, 2015, Proquest. Literature Online, 305. 
8 “Fair Patronesses of the Lady’s Monthly Museum,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of 

Amusement and Instruction: Being an Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the 

Mind, or exalt the Character of the British Fair, July 1798,. v. 1. 345, Early British Periodicals, University 

of North Texas Microforms Periodicals Series Collection, introduction. 
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middle and upper class readership.  Out of all these different types of columns and fea-

tures, the Old Woman’s column was certainly one of the most popular. One indication of 

the Old Woman’s popularity is the placement of her column in the publication as the 

years progressed. The first issue of the Lady’s Monthly Museum, published in July 1798, 

featured the Old Woman’s column on page twenty-five. By the next year, her column 

was consistently placed within the first ten pages of the magazine, and was often the first 

article in many issues of the Lady’s Monthly Museum.9 If her column did not draw in 

readers, it would not have been placed so prominently.    

Turning to historical inquiry into the late Georgian “revolution of manners” the 

ground-breaking work of sociologist Norbert Elias, the scholar who coined the term, de-

serves attention.  In his study, The Civilizing Process, Elias examined the development of 

Western modes of civilized or polite behavior.  In a section of his large social study Elias 

argued that when there is a rising outsider class in society, as there was in Georgian Eng-

land, this group is initially dependent on the established upper class “not only for their so-

cial existence but also in their conduct, their ideas and ideals.”10  This process explains 

the late Georgian revolution of manners.  The rising middle class became dependent on 

upper class conceptions of proper behavior as they came in increasing contact with re-

fined society.  At the same time, evangelicals began to change the behavior of the upper 

class by making morality and religious devotion synonymous with proper behavior. 

                                                 
9 Ibid. 
10 Norbet Elias, The Civilizing Process, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers Ltd, 1994), 

430.  
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Through the process described by Elias, middle class women came into contract with 

evangelical conceptions of proper female manners.   

 Historians agree that the middle class revolution of manners to some degree was 

directly influenced by evangelicalism. Yet, there is a remarkable absence of scholarship 

that fully elaborates on this connection. Studies on the larger development of the English 

middle class, for example, give little space to the influence of evangelicalism on middle 

class conceptions of proper behavior. John Seed in his essay “From ‘middling sort’ to 

middle class in late eighteenth-and early nineteenth century England,” explored the pro-

cesses behind the rise of the middle class during the late Georgian period and additionally 

uncovered characteristics that he felt came to define the class.  In his analysis, Seed cited 

association with religion as an important characteristic of the middle class emphasizing 

that they “were overwhelmingly affiliated with organized religion.”11  Seed’s notice of 

the importance of religion to the English middle class is key, but he did not examine the 

impact of evangelicalism on this social group and chose not to explore how religion influ-

enced middle class conceptions of proper behavior. 

      Other historians have examined the revolution of manners as it affected national 

politics.  Joanna Innes’s Inferior Politics: Social Problems and Social Policies in Eight-

eenth-Century Britain is a broader analysis of middle class participation in eighteenth 

century political culture. Innes discusses the revolution of manners and how it influenced 

                                                 
11 John Seed, “From ‘middling sort’ to middle class in late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century Eng-

land,” in Social Order and Social Classes in Europe since 1500: Studies in Social Stratification, ed. M.L. 

Burke (New York: Longman Group Ltd, 1992), 131. 
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British politics during the tumultuous final decades of the eighteenth century.  She writes, 

“concern about the corrupt state of contemporary morals formed a persistent theme in 

English thought and engaged the attention of people of many different social levels 

throughout the eighteenth century.”12 She briefly mentions the connection between evan-

gelicalism and the inculcation of manners in middle class English society, but does so in 

a discussion of the impact evangelical leaders made on national politics and does not 

elaborate deeply on how evangelical conceptions of manners impacted individual behav-

ior and identity.13 Once more, the role of evangelicalism is acknowledged as important, 

but is not the primary focus of the study.   

 Similar to Innes, Wahrman Dror argued that late Georgian politics were greatly 

influenced by the growing constituency of the English middle class in his Imagining the 

Middle Class: The Political Representation of Class in Britain 1780-1840. Dror also ar-

gued that the English middle class values that came to shape national policy during the 

period were influenced in part by evangelicalism. Dror contended that the middle class of 

the late Georgian period was “associated with domestic virtue, religiosity, with an evan-

gelical impulse, with social control; that is to say, with a morality which prescribed both 

public and private behavior.”14 In short, Dror maintained evangelicalism directly influ-

                                                 
12 Joanna Innes, Inferior Politics: Social Problems and Social Policies in Eighteenth-Century Britain, (New 

York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 191-193. 
13  Ibid, 192-195.  
14 Dror, Wahrman, Imagining the Middle Class: The Political Representation of Class in Britain 1780-1840 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 2. 
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enced the greater English middle class identity and polite culture. However, the revolu-

tion of manners and evangelical conceptions of refined and proper behavior are not the 

focus of his analysis and serve as mere support for an argument concentrated on middle 

class impact on national politics.15 

 Leonore Davidoff’s and Catherine Hall’s larger study on the late Georgian middle 

class  Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class, 1780-1850 focuses 

on late Georgian middle class constructions of identity, noting the delineation of gender 

prescriptions from the upper to the middle and lower classes, and mentioning the influ-

ence of evangelicalism in this process.16 Through a close reading of texts authored by 

evangelicals, Davidoff and Hall uncovered the conviction held by evangelical reformers 

that refining the manners and morals of the English middle class must start by the upper 

classes of society setting the example of proper behavior. These historians also address 

the prominent role of evangelicals in the developing of the idea of separate spheres for 

men and women. However, evangelical conceptions of proper female behavior and the 

influence evangelicalism had on women during the period is not their primary focus. 

  John Wolffe also gives greater space to the role that evangelicalism played in the 

development of proper middle class behavior in his broader study of trans-Atlantic evan-

gelicalism, The Expansion of Evangelicalism: The Age of Wilberforce, More, Chalmers 

and Finney.  He also comments specifically on the role of women in evangelical circles. 

                                                 
15 Ibid, 379. 
16 Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class 

1780-1850, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1987), 114. 
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Wolfe argues evangelicalism, while giving women spiritual authority insisted “that the 

two sexes had different— if overlapping roles and responsibilities in society,” and actu-

ally “worked to limit women’s fields of activity.”17  However, although Wolffe’s analysis 

discusses evangelical conceptions of identity, his argument focuses on the development 

of evangelicalism and the impact that the primary leaders of the movement such as Wil-

berforce, More, Chalmers, and Finney had on the wider late Georgian trans-Atlantic soci-

ety.  

 Paul Langford, an authority on the long eighteenth century and author of several 

publications on English manners and identity, delves into the study of English middle 

class manners and identity in his book Englishness Identified: Manners and Character 

1650-1850 as well. Using the writings of foreigners who described English behavior in 

their travel records, Langford argued that certain mannerisms came to shape English na-

tional identity in the 200 years between Oliver Cromwell and Victoria. Langford im-

portantly noted that the use of sources written by travelers provided a better picture of 

how the English actually behaved and that scholars rely too heavily on “the didactic liter-

ature of manners, on the manuals, protocols, and rule books which centuries of European 

civility, courtesy, and etiquette have generated,” when attempting to discern English 

identity.18  Langford’s point is well taken in that prescriptive literature often painted the 

                                                 
17 John Wolffe, The Expansion of Evangelicalism: The Age of Wilberforce, More, Chalmers and Finney 

(Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 2007), 158. 
18 Paul Langford, Englishness Identified: Manners and Character 1650-1850 (New York: Oxford Univer-

sity Press, 2000), preface. 
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ideal and not the reality. Using travel writings, Langford transcends the limitations of tra-

ditional prescriptive literature and provides insight into how everyday English citizens 

behaved. However, Langford’s analysis once more brushes over the role of evangelical-

ism in the development of late Georgian conceptions of proper behavior.  While he men-

tioned that evangelicalism created a stronger sense of discipline and duty within English 

society, he instead focused on how manners and particular behaviors shaped English na-

tional identity.   

 Though Langford makes a valid argument that prescriptive literature fails to fully 

illustrate English identity, such works were part of the dissemination of refined behavior 

to the English middle class and deserve consideration in a discussion of the revolution of 

manners.  A notable analysis of prescriptive literature is found in Michael Curtin’s article 

titled “A Question of Manners: Status and Gender in Etiquette and Courtesy.” Curtin ar-

gues that during the late Georgian period, courtesy books, a form of literature used to in-

form primarily upper-class English citizens on proper modes of behavior, were replaced 

by etiquette books, a genre geared towards a wider group of  middle class English men 

and women more focused on cultivating the proper outward appearance.19  For Curtin, et-

iquette books were central to the development of middle class manners and his argument 

focuses on this form of prescriptive literature. He does note the involvement of evangeli-

calism in the larger move to improve middle class manners, but importantly argues that 

etiquette books were not directly influenced by evangelicalism. Historians clearly 

                                                 
19 Michael Curtin, “A Question of Manners: Status and Gender in Etiquette and Courtesy,” The Journal of 

Modern History 57 no.3 (1985): 396. 
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acknowledge that the late Georgian revolution of manners was fueled by evangelical con-

ceptions of behavior. However, the role of evangelicalism in forming modes of proper fe-

male behavior has not been fully explored, nor has there been enough scholarship that 

sheds light on how late Georgian middle class woman behaved. This study will assist in 

filling these gaps through an examination the Old Woman’s advice column. 

 However, it is first important to establish what evangelicalism meant during this 

period. For this study, the terms evangelicalism and evangelical refer specifically to the 

movement and individuals who operated within the Church of England to rectify the lack 

of Anglican devotion and moral behavior that they believed pervaded the church.  As pre-

viously mentioned, the evangelical reformation of manners developed as a means to re-

instill enthusiasm for Christianity and combat the lack of morality and vice that they be-

lieved pervaded their society. According to David Bebbington, renowned for his work on 

the subject, evangelicals in general believed in four key tenets: the centrality of a spiritual 

conversion, that truth could be found in the individual study of the Bible, that focus of re-

ligious study should be centered on the atonement of Christ, and that the teaching found 

in the Gospel was best expressed through action or charity.20 Yet, evangelicalism was 

based on more than a few tenets. Ian Bradley, a Church of Scotland minister and promi-

nent religious scholar, described evangelicalism as “an intense, urgent, all consuming 

                                                 
20 David Bebbington, Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A History from the 1730’s to the 1980’s, (Lon-

don: Unwin Hyman, 1989).  
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faith,” that guided all human actions.21  He further argued that this faith, termed by evan-

gelicals as “vital religion, “was never really a theological system so much as a way 

life.”22 Importantly, evidence of a person’s “vital Christianity,” was shown through his or 

her moral conduct. 

 Evangelicals also greatly valued the role of the family in the cultivation of moral 

behavior. Women had an especially important role in this endeavor.  While evangelical-

ism allowed women roles within the larger society, namely through lay preaching and re-

ligious education, domesticity and family life were still the priority and women were to 

act as examples of virtue for their families, performing what contemporaries called their 

“relative duties.”23 Relative duty is a term evangelicals used to describe the roles God ap-

pointed to different parts of the population, particularly the different sexes. Biblical refer-

ences to these relative duties are found in the Apostle Paul’s writing to the Colossians, 

Corinthians, Timothy, and Titus. A straightforward description of a Pauline, and later 

evangelical, view of a woman’s role is found in Titus 2:5, a verse that instructs women 

“To be discreet, chaste, keepers at home, good, obedient to their own husbands, that the 

word of God be not blasphemed.”24 Evangelicals believed that through performing these 

relative duties women not only showed their devotion to God, but also encouraged the pi-

ety of their family.   

                                                 
21 Ian Bradley, The Call to Seriousness: The Evangelical Impact on the Victorians, New York: MacMillian 

Publishing Company, 1976, 19. 
22 Ibid., 19 and 22. 
23 Ibid, 151. 
24  Ti. 2:5, KJV. The King James Bible was developed in 1611 and was the primary Bible used in English 

churches during the late Georgian period. The King James Bible would have been the Bible used by evan-

gelicals. 
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The Old Woman’s evangelicalism was apparent not only in her commitment to 

evangelical tenets, but also in her articulation, in a popular magazine, of the ideas of 

prominent evangelical writers.  The Old Woman’s advice to young women mirrored con-

cepts of proper female behavior expressed by William Wilberforce, Thomas Gisborne, 

and Hannah More.   Wilberforce, known for his progressive work as an M.P. and the vital 

role he had in ending the British slave trade, was also a devout evangelical interested in 

the inculcation of Christian behavior on British society.25  Wilberforce’s like-minded 

friend Gisborne was an Anglican clergyman with evangelical tendencies, who also ac-

tively spoke against the slave trade and frequently wrote on both male and female behav-

ior.26  More, a prominent voice in literary circles, including the Bluestockings, a woman’s 

intellectual group, too assisted Wilberforce in the ending of the slave trade, and dedicated 

the latter half of her life, after her evangelical conversion, to improving the behavior of 

the young through her writings. She also opened Sunday schools, which she oversaw 

closely, compiling yearly statistics to measure the devotion of villages within her imme-

diate area.  Furthermore, all of these authors were part of the Clapham Sect, a group of 

evangelicals that corresponded and coordinated with one another to mediate social ills.27    

These well-known and outspoken evangelicals connected female deportment with 

Biblical literacy, domestic competency, and benevolence- all characteristics that the Old 

Woman emphasizes a proper woman should possess. The use of sources such as Hannah 

                                                 
25 Bradley, The Call to Seriousness, 11. 
26 Ibid., 147. 
27 Ibid., 147-149  
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More’s Strictures on the Modern System of Female Education; her most famous work 

Coelebs in Search of a Wife; and some of her smaller works, along with William Wilber-

force’s,  A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of Professed Christians, in 

the Higher and Middle Classes in this Country, Contrasted with real Christianity, and the 

musings found in Thomas Gisborne’s An Enquiry Into the Duties of the Female Sex make 

the Old Woman’s adherence to these evangelical conceptions of femininity evident.  

While there was a plethora of evangelical advice literature present during the early nine-

teenth century, the works of Wilberforce, More, and Gisborne were widely circulated and 

among the most popular. Published during the same ten year publication period of the 

Old Woman’s column, the works of Wilberforce, More, and Gisborne were influenced by 

the same social conditions of the late Georgian period. 

 The Old Woman’s evangelical construction of English femininity and the insights 

into the reality of the everyday lives of late Georgian middle class women are best under-

stood if broken down by the prominent themes found in the advice column.  The Old 

Woman most often answered questions regarding proper female education, leisurely pur-

suits, and courtship and marriage.  The prominence of these themes make it clear that 

these topics were both important to the Old Woman and her readers, and are representa-

tive of the primary concerns English middle class women had during the late Georgian 

period.  This thesis will examine the Old Woman’s advice in these three areas and will 

show, in comparison with the works of Wilberforce, More, and Gisborne, that the Old 

Woman’s popular column articulated an evangelical sense of British middle-class femi-

ninity.  Reliant upon previous scholarship which has emphasized the importance of the 
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eighteenth century revolution in middle class manners, this study will fill a key historio-

graphic gap by describing the important contributions that evangelicalism made to the de-

velopment of uniquely female modes of polite, middle class behavior 
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CHAPTER II 

 

WHY WOMEN SHOULD LEARN TO CLEAN INSTEAD OF SING:  

 

THE OLD WOMAN AND EVANGELICAL THOUGHTS  

 

ON PROPER FEMALE EDUATION 

 

 

In February 1803, The Old Woman noted, “Old as the subject of female education 

is, it never can be exhausted.”1 Throughout her column, she reiterated that a good educa-

tion was indispensable for a young woman, as it informed and guided her in all other ar-

eas of her life.2 The Old Woman’s readers were also concerned with what constituted 

proper education and frequently wrote asking for her opinions on the subject. Through 

close examination of her column and the opinions she offered on the many facets of early 

nineteenth century female instruction, it is clear her thoughts on what constituted a good 

education were shaped by the late Georgian evangelical revolution of manners. Her ad-

vice and views on the subject of women’s education reflected both evangelical values and 

mirrored sentiments expressed by prominent evangelicals who wished to inculcate their 

morality on English society.  

 The Old Woman advised her readers that female education must first and fore-

most be based in a strong knowledge of the domestic arts. The importance evangelicals 

                                                 
1 “Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 10, February 1803, 79. 
2 Ibid.  
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placed on domestic education was largely prompted by the shifting class and social struc-

ture of late Georgian England.  This period saw the growth and increased prosperity of 

the English middle class. With this rise, young women of the middling ranks of society 

came into increased contact with “fashionable” modes of education traditionally reserved 

for upper class women.3 A “fashionable” education included the procurement of polite 

accomplishments such as proficiency in another language, the playing of instruments, 

drawing, and dancing. Evangelicals believed that these areas of study did little to grow a 

woman’s piety or instill the particular virtues or relative duties that they believed were 

important for women to possess in fulfilling their roles as daughters, wives, and mothers.  

Evangelicals were also interested in maintaining social balance and encouraged the ac-

ceptance of an individual’s God-appointed station in life.4 For these reasons, evangelicals 

argued against the middle class’s adoption of elite, fashionable modes of education.  

Evangelicals believed that the middling station in life required women to develop domes-

tic skills and values that, evangelicals thought, were essential in the maintaining of a 

household and in their fulfillment of women’s responsibilities allotted to them by God.5  

 Evangelicals routinely argued that if a significant amount of time was spent per-

fecting skills deemed fashionable, middle class women would neglect domestic education 

and consequently fail in the duties of their God appointed station. 
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 The Old Woman frequently articulated an evangelical unease with fashionable ed-

ucation and regularly used her column to promote the importance of domestic skills.  

Writing to her largely middle class readers on July 1799, she noted: 

A lady who can sing with taste, who can play piano with skill, who can compose 

beautiful verses, or write a sentimental novel,—is not only flattered by men, but 

envied by the women. She therefore becomes proud of her talents, and eagerly 

studies to set them off to advantage; she contempts domestic duties, which are ei-

ther unknown, or little noticed; and doing violence to nature, learns to prefer the 

smile of public approbation, and the breath of public compliments to the sweet but 

silent voice of individual love and esteem.6  

 In this excerpt, the Old Woman clearly demonstrates the evangelical fear of middle class 

women choosing personal talent over utility. A woman’s failure to adequately fulfill her 

duties in the home, as the Old Woman stated, went against what “Nature,” or God in-

tended for humankind.  Indeed, the Old Woman lamented the fact that “In all ages female 

genius has obtained higher celebration than female virtue.”7 Women, she argued, “ought 

to have been admired and commended for their domestic qualities and their faithful ac-

tion to their relative duties.”8 Moreover, when too much attention was given to polite ac-

complishments, young women also ran the risk of developing vanity, a quality abhorred 

by evangelicals, who valued female meekness. 
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 The Old Woman concluded her July 1799 column with an anecdote that further 

exhibited why domesticity should be valued over fashionable studies.  According to the 

Old Woman, two young middle class women in her acquaintance, Hortensia and Amelia, 

grew up together but received different educations.9  Hortensia’s literary and indulgent 

mother allowed her to develop an aptitude for writing and poetry and introduced her into 

the society of various novelists and poets.  Hortensia was found to have a natural talent 

for writing and was encouraged to continue to cultivate her abilities. This circle of elite 

literati encouraged and applauded Hortensia’s natural talent and literary genius. While 

Hortensia made many new friends and connections because of her abilities, the Old 

Woman related that she failed to develop any useful, domestic skills and, therefore, found 

herself “outstripped in the matrimonial race.”10 She languished, the Old Woman wrote, 

into “antiqued virginity…and was left to paint love which she never felt.”11 

 Amelia, on the other hand, was brought up to effectively manage a family and 

home.  Because of this education Amelia “shewed no ambition to excel others in mental 

endowments; and wrote only when an absent friend solicited the favor of a letter.”12  She 

developed the most basic domestic duties, which included sewing, cooking, and home 

economy management.13  For this, she was well respected amongst her family and ad-
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mired by many in her acquaintances. Unlike her friend Hortensia, many suitors ap-

proached her and appreciated her domestic aptitude. She eventually married. Hortensia, 

who spent her time attaining finer accomplishments, was conversely left to only imagine 

the matrimonial bliss of her friend. In sharing this anecdote with her readers, the Old 

Woman clearly demonstrated that domestic education was more valuable to middle class 

women than the procurement of fashionable accomplishments. Practical, domestic educa-

tion brought happiness; frivolous fashionable training bred vanity and discontent. 

 The Old Woman’s unequivocal support for a domestic, rather than a fashionable, 

education mirrored sentiments expressed by prominent evangelicals of the late Georgian 

period including William Wilberforce and Hannah More. In his 1791 A Practical View of 

the Prevailing Religious System, Wilberforce noted that it was the duty of a real Christian 

to fulfill his or her “active duties of life; personal and domestic, and relative.”14 Wilber-

force praised domestic education and connected domesticity to the theological concept of 

relative duty.  The Old Woman argued that women deserved higher praise for fulfilling 

these duties over fashionable accomplishment.  More likewise wrote on the importance of 

women remaining within their God-given station. In her 1799 Strictures on the Modern 

System of Female Education she wrote that women must “keep their proper places and 

due bounds, to observe their just proportions and maintain their right stations, relation, 

order and dependence.”15  
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 Ten months after telling her readers about Hortensia and Amelia, the Old Woman 

returned to the subject of domestic education. Once more, she argued that elegant accom-

plishments, when misapplied, caused injury to young women. She commented specifi-

cally on certain stylish skills which she saw as particularly harmful, including music, 

drawing, and dancing. While the Old Woman conceded that these amusements had their 

charms, she pointed out that, to attain proficiency in these fashionable arts, a woman 

must spend a considerable amount of her time in practice.  The Old Woman then posed 

the rhetorical questions “Has she no more important duties to discharge…Does she re-

flect that she was not made to shine in any artificial accomplishment, but to qualify her-

self to be a wife, mother, an agreeable companion, and a prudent domestic manager?”16 

 In 1807, she again made general comments supporting female domestic educa-

tion. She maintained that while it was delightful to hear a young woman of taste sing and 

play the piano, “when she bestows hours every day, for some years, on an instrument 

which she seldom touches after she becomes a wife or mother, I cannot help asking if life 

is so long and the sphere of useful education too limited, that the precious days and hours 

of youth should be thrown away on a science not of any practical use; and which, in fact, 

seems only acquired to be forgotten.”17 In 1807, as in 1800, the Old Woman surmised 

that a young woman’s time was better-spent developing skills that qualified her for  
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domestic duties. Music, drawing, and dancing were not inherently bad, but becoming pro-

ficient in these areas of study required time that middle class women did not have. 

 The Old Woman’s belief that middle class women’s pursuit of fashionable ac-

complishments was a waste of time is exhibited in a personal anecdote she shared with 

her readers in the fall of 1805. During her travels the previous summer, the Old Woman 

boarded with a prominent family who often enjoyed the company of a middle class girl of 

fifteen she called Miss Biddy Tittup. The Old Woman suggested this girl was bright but 

wrote, “she was ignorant of everything truly valuable, as the child just emerging from the 

nursery.”18 She discovered Miss Tittup attended a boarding school where she was ex-

posed to other languages, music, drawing, and dancing, but not to the skills needed for 

her role as a home manager. The Old Woman further observed that Miss Tittup’s lack of 

domestic knowledge was coupled with only a superficial knowledge of the fashionable 

accomplishments she was exposed to in school. For example, the Old Woman observed 

that Miss Tittup knew a few French phrases, but being no longer in school, and having 

new domestic responsibilities at home she was ill-prepared to perform, she did not have 

the time to practice the language. She lacked fluency in the language and used the words 

she did know incorrectly in conversation. The Old Woman also noted that Miss Tittup 

drew well. However, when the Old Woman asked if the girl could sketch a flower, Miss 

Tittup replied that her teachers had only equipped her to draw “ruins and waterfalls” and 
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that she had no idea how to draw anything else.19 Miss Tittup’s imprudent upper class ed-

ucation was superficial and improperly prepared her for her station in life. Miss Tittup’s 

social position called for the development of a domestic aptitude not elegant accomplish-

ment. The Old Woman’s inclusion of this story in her column again reiterated her belief 

that middle class women did not have the time to pursue fashionable modes of education.  

 A September 1806 letter addressed to the Old Woman again highlighted domestic 

education as a better use of time. The correspondent was a mother who called herself 

Bridget Truman. She wrote to the Old Woman about her daughter Sophy, whose father 

insisted she receive her education at home instead of at a fashionable boarding school. 

Mrs. Truman explained that she initially worried that home education would cause Sophy 

to lack the elegant accomplishments and ease of manner many of the girls in their ac-

quaintance developed at boarding schools. Mr. Truman, on the other hand, maintained, “a 

man did not want an accomplished but useful wife.”20 Mr. Truman was adamant that his 

daughter would learn to perform domestic duties before fashionable accomplishments. To 

assist with their daughter’s education the couple sought the help of a Mrs. Crape, the wife 

of a late rector who shared similar sentiments. Mrs. Crape intended to develop Sophy into 

a virtuous and prudent, rather than accomplished, woman. Mrs. Crape taught Sophy to 

sew, cook, and manage a household.  At the same time, she also devoted some time to 
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teaching her to play the piano and dance but, clearly, under Mrs. Crape’s care domestic 

education was put first. 

 Mrs. Truman told the Old Woman that, in order to demonstrate the superiority of 

his daughter’s education and character, Mr. Truman invited several girls who had at-

tended a prestigious boarding school to spend time at their home.  Mrs. Truman recalled: 

To be sure they entered a room better than Sophy, had a more easy and unembar-

rassed manner and talked with great volubility, on what they had learned, and the 

accomplishments in which each thought she excelled; but when brought to the test 

which my husband obliquely but frequently did, the ignorance was so palpable, 

compared with the knowledge of our girl, that I blushed I had paid Miss Tiffany’s 

school and the prejudices by which I had been actuated for so many years. They all 

studied geography, but scarcely one of them, knew the difference between and is-

land and a continent; and one of them a very sprightly girl, talking of the Highlands 

of Scotland, said, she would like to visit them if it were not for crossing the sea to 

which she had a mortal aversion.21 

The Trumans scoffed at the obtuse knowledge of these young women as their daughter 

frequently corrected her peers.  According to Mrs. Truman, although these girls droned on 

about their different fashionable accomplishments, it was clear that the amount of time 

these young women spent attaining these skills was a poor use of their time.  She believed 

their superficial understandings in various subjects and skills ultimately rendered them 
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birdbrained. Mrs. Truman concluded her letter with a staunch declaration. She wrote that 

a young woman “should be brought up, as far as possible, in domestic habits, and taught to 

relish domestic endearments.”22 When compared to her peers Sophy was a far superior 

young lady. The inclusion of this letter in her column emphasized, once again, that the Old 

Woman saw domestic education as a far more prudent and better use of a young lady’s 

time. 

 In questioning whether middle class women should spend so much time on ac-

quiring non-domestic skills, the Old Woman again echoed Wilberforce and More. Wil-

berforce frequently warned Christians against the misapplication of time. In a section of 

his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System, written specifically for the mid-

dle and upper class youth of England, Wilberforce admonished those who trifled away 

their lives “in frivolous occupations or unprofitable studies.”23 He believed too much 

time was given to recreational pursuits, including dancing at assembly halls and learning 

to play trivial games, and that by such pursuits becoming regular, a “sober settled plan of 

domestic dissipation,” followed.24 More agreed in her essay, “Thoughts on the Cultiva-

tion of the Heart and Temper in the Education of Daughters,” that attaining some of the 

fashionable accomplishments was not in itself unacceptable but wondered if “is it right to 
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spend so large a portion of life without some preparation for the business of living.”25 She 

continued, “A well-bred woman can dance, sing, recite and draw, but the end of a good 

education is not that they may become better dancers, singers, players or painters; its real 

object is to makes them good daughters, good wives, good mistresses, good members of 

society and good Christians.”26 Like the Old Woman, Wilberforce and More put great 

value on the proper application of time. Each also proposed that frivolous studies and 

fashionable education prevented women from effectively pursuing duties, including do-

mesticity that molded them into better Christians. 

  While evangelicals saw domestic education as a prudent study that prepared mid-

dle class women for their roles in the home, they also argued that domesticity instilled 

certain virtues becoming of a female Christian. These values included industriousness 

and humility. The Old Woman included portraits of women she believed developed these 

values because of their education in the domestic arts in her column. She also wrote about 

young women who instead allowed idleness and vanity to define their characters.  

 As previously noted, the Old Woman often included anecdotes from her travels in 

her column. In September 1804, she wrote about her visits to several families with young 

daughters during the preceding summer. One of these families was the Homleys.  The 

Homley family consisted of two unmarried daughters whom the Old Woman esteemed 
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greatly for their virtue. She observed that Mr. Homley’s daughters devoted several hours 

to the improvement of their minds only, “After making provisions for the daily wants of 

the family,” did they devote several hours to the improvements of their minds.27  These 

girls put domestic duty first and rarely wasted a moment of their day. The Old Woman 

applauded their constant domestic employment. 

 The Old Woman contrasted the activities of these young women with the daily ac-

tions of three young girls she encountered during her visit with the Townly family, who 

were spending the summer in the countryside.  According to the Old Woman, Mr. 

Townly’s daughters relentlessly commented on the boredom they felt with the country. 

These young women abhorred both domestic duties and rural life.  Finding rural domesti-

city unsatisfying, they pined for the fashionable diversions of London. The Old Woman 

detested how they hung around listless and unemployed, bored and useless, not perform-

ing their duties as young women in their father’s home.28 

 Like the Old Woman, evangelicals scorned idleness. Inactivity, in their minds, 

bred sin. However, they saw domestic employment and study as a way to fight against 

slothfulness and instill assiduousness.  More wrote in her Strictures on the Modern Sys-

tem of Female Education that women “should be peculiarly on their guard against the 
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spirt of idleness,” and that constant activity was necessary to attain true virtue.29 Simi-

larly, Wilberforce called on youth in his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious 

System to “be ashamed of idleness as they would be of the most acknowledged sin.”30 

Thomas Gisborne more specifically noted young women often “complain, and more fre-

quently the complaint is they have nothing to do.”31 He devoted an entire chapter in his 

An Enquiry Into the Duties of the Female Sex to describing how young women should 

combat boredom.  In this chapter, he warned against idleness and offered domestic econ-

omy as the most helpful area of study and employment to prevent inactivity.32 

 The Old Woman, like other evangelicals, advocated domestic education because it 

engendered a highly valued virtue, humility.  Across several issues in the fall of 1801, the 

Old Woman included portions of a reader’s letter that directly connected domestic pur-

suits to the evangelical ideal of female humility.  Written by a young woman who chose 

to stay anonymous, the letter detailed the woes brought on by the neglect of her domestic 

duties in pursuit of elegant accomplishments.  The young woman began her story, telling 

the Old Woman that when her mother died in childbirth, she came under the tutelage of a 

thoughtless governess who allowed her to explore a wide variety of subjects unsuited for 

a woman of her station. She stated that during her imprudent studies, she developed a 
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predilection for poetry and, because of her great love for writing verses, she neglected 

learning how to manage a home.33  

 Eventually her unchecked aptitude for poetry and dissatisfaction with performing 

humbler domestic duties prompted her to seek the company of several members of a 

prominent intellectual circle, who fueled her vanity and encouraged her to turn her poeti-

cal works into a play. This anonymous woman related that several family members and 

friends attempted to recall her to sense before she sought to publish her work but none 

prevailed. She eventually met a manager of a theater who liked her work and agreed to 

have his company perform it. Through this connection, she crossed paths with, and mar-

ried, an actor of questionable morals. Soon after marriage, her husband was dismissed 

from the theater company and took to drinking. She stated that she was forced to write to 

feed herself and when she became a mother, her exertions could not support her family. 

She lamented that she was forced to sell most of her possessions and ended up in a work-

house where the conditions greatly impaired her health.  She ended her story warning that 

her life should serve as a warning for young women. She wrote, “I intend to deter unex-

perienced females of cultivated minds and literary ambition from indulging a passion for 

scribbling, it will not have been drawn in vain. But for this I might have been respectable 

and happy, and found in the shades of domestic repose and bliss which has eluded my 
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grasp in the restless pursuit of fame.”34 The Old Woman did not respond to this letter, but 

used this anonymous woman’s story as an example of the unhappiness she believed fol-

lowed the over-developing of fashionable accomplishments and the vanity that often ac-

companied the acquirement of such skills. Her correspondent ignored her domestic duties 

and failed to exercise the fashionable talents she cultivated with humility. The vanity that 

developed from indulging her love of writing and ignoring domestic pursuits, ultimately 

led to destitution and sorrow. 

 Prominent evangelicals often warned against the development of the vanity exhib-

ited by this poetically astute young lady. Wilberforce, in his A Practical View of the Pre-

vailing Religious System, called on Christians to withdraw from vanity. In one instance 

he lamented, “excessive vanity and inordinate ambition are spoken of as weakness rather 

than sin,” in English society.35 He further noted the youth of late Georgian society were 

“intent on the gratification of vanity,”36 and that young women specifically seemed to 

find their chief happiness in, “the resorts of gayety and fashion and to the multiple pleas-

ures which public places, or still higher gratification of more refined circles [can] sup-

ply.”37  The anonymous woman sought out fashionable modes of education and instead of 
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bearing her abilities humbly, she sought gratification from intellectual circles thereby de-

veloping the vanity Wilberforce deemed immoral.  

 More also frequently admonished the reigning system of fashionable female edu-

cation, pursued by the Old Woman’s correspondent, calling it a “fruitful germ,” that cre-

ated a number “of unborn vanities.”38 More further argued in her Strictures on the Mod-

ern System of Female Education “Women of the brightest faculties should not only bear 

those faculties meekly, but should consider it as no degradation to fulfill those humbler 

offices which make up the business and the duties of common life which they should al-

ways take into the account the nobler exertion as well the higher responsibility attached 

to higher sights.”39 The Old Woman’s anonymous 1801 correspondent was a very intelli-

gent woman.  However, she did not bear her faculties humbly and looked down on do-

mestic duties.  Because the anonymous writer ignored the evangelical domestic responsi-

bilities extolled by Wilberforce, More, and the Old Woman, and because she indulged in 

a vanity inspired by fashionable pursuits, she found herself destitute. 

   In her last column in the Lady’s Monthly Museum, published in April 1808, the 

Old Woman returned to the subject of female education. “On the character, education, 

and conduct of women,” she wrote,” so much depends.  “Every attention,” she continued, 

“should be paid to those important objects; and if they are not properly instructed in their 

younger days, if they are not taught useful rather than shewy accomplishments, their best 
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interests are neglected and the community suffers through this cause.”40  As the English 

middle class grew and became a larger part of the social fabric of England during the late 

Georgian period, women from this social strata came in increased contact with fashiona-

ble modes of education.  Like the Old Woman, English evangelicals such as Wilberforce, 

More, and Gisborne feared the social fabric of their nation would begin to unravel when 

these women neglected their duties as daughters, wives, and mothers.  They believed in 

the concept of relative duty and argued women’s time was better spent learning how to 

fulfill their God-appointed stations in life.  Evangelicals also argued that domestic educa-

tion instilled values of humility, a trait that middle class women needed to fulfill their du-

ties. These traits also prevented social lines between the middle and upper classes from 

being blurred. If middle class women humbly accepted their position in life and per-

formed their duties with zeal, the social structure of the country would not change signifi-

cantly. For these reasons prominent evangelicals flooded the marketplace with literature 

that supported domestic over fashionable education.  The Old Woman, as evidenced by 

her popular column, was an active participant in this process
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CHAPTER III 

 

WHAT TO DO WHEN THE DISHES ARE DONE: THE OLD WOMAN AND 

  

EVANGELICAL CONCEPTS OF LEISURE 

 

 

 Outside of promoting domestic education over fashionable accomplishment, the 

Old Woman readily gave her opinions on other areas of study she thought suitable for 

young women and recommended certain activities that she believed best filled the few 

hours of a young woman’s day not dedicated to her domestic duties. Her largely middle 

class readership also eagerly wanted to know what knowledge and leisurely pursuits ren-

dered them most agreeable to society and often wrote to the Old Woman seeking her ad-

vice on reading materials and asking for suggestions on ways to spend their free time. 

Unsurprisingly the Old Woman’s recommendations agreed with the evangelical convic-

tions that fueled the late Georgian revolution of manners. The Old Woman suggested 

reading materials and activities that “above all things formed her reader’s minds to reli-

gion and virtue.”1   

 The specific reading materials the Old Woman endorsed included primarily the 

Bible.  In the fall of 1800, the Old Woman received a letter from an unmarried, young 

girl who called herself Maria Friendless. Miss Friendless related she was an orphan who 
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devoted much of her time to the domestic duties of her guardian’s household. However, 

she lamented that her evening hours were often dull and she hoped that the Old Woman 

would “be so kind as to recommend such books as are most proper for the perusal and in-

struction of a young female of nineteen,” as she felt “unacquainted with those requisites 

necessary to form a sensible woman.”2  

 A month later, the Old Woman responded to Miss Friendless with a list of reading 

genres she believed most suitable for a young woman.  The type of reading that topped 

the Old Woman’s list was material of a religious nature.  The Old Woman advised 

Miss Friendless:  

As religion is not only a heightener of joy, but the only solace of affliction, I 

would have her well acquainted with the divine precepts and to study the Scrip-

tures, unshackled by human systems. I would then recommend her attention to the 

particular tenants of the church or sect in which she was brought up, that she may 

be able to distinguish between contending parties; and at the same time keeping 

her mind open to the liberal impulses of universal charity, to set beauties and de-

fects, the merits and faults of superstructures reared on the same sure basis of rev-

elation.3 

 

In this excerpt, the Old Woman first encouraged the reading of Scripture because she be-

lieved that it promoted happiness and brought comfort to those experiencing affliction.4  
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Prominent evangelicals including Wilberforce, Gisborne, and More expressed similar 

sentiments. Wilberforce, in his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System, 

urged his readers to “Diligently study the word of God,” as such a study revealed and 

provided “divine truth and consolation.”5  Gisborne, too asserted, that familiarity with the 

Bible brought comfort to an afflicted soul. He argued in his An Enquiry Into the Duties of 

the Female Sex that “At all times, and under every circumstance the heart penetrated with 

religion will right itself in the recollection of passages.”6 He further advised young 

women to allot time for “regular perusal of the word of God,” and for the reading of  

texts that “illustrate the rules of Christian Duty,” as “no other kind of reading ought to be 

permitted to interfere.”7 He concluded his commentary on religious educating writing 

“She who believes she is to survive in another state of being through eternity, and is duly 

impressed by the awful conviction, will not be seduced from the habitual study of the 

Holy Scriptures.”8 

 Importantly, the Old Woman’s advice to Miss Friendless mirrored evangelical 

sentiments in another way. She specifically advised her correspondent to read Scripture 

                                                 
ods of spiritual discontent. A more detailed description of the spiritual affliction many evangelicals experi-
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Higher and Middle Classes in this Country, PDF. New York: American Tract Society, 1820. Princeton 
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“unshackled by human systems.” Prominent late Georgian evangelicals criticized over-

arching theological and denominational systems. The vital Christianity practiced by evan-

gelicals was not based in a specific doctrine, but rather in personal experience.9  Reading 

Scripture for oneself was part of that experience. More wrote, in her Strictures on the 

Modern System of Female Education, that religion must be taught to young women early 

and “That religion we teach be the religion of the Bible and not the invention of human 

error.”10  Evangelicals like Wilberforce, Gisborne, and More believed Christianity en-

tailed more dedication than simply attending services on Sunday.  Scripture was the final 

authority on matters of faith.  Man created religious systems should not interfere with in-

dividual understanding of Scripture.  The Old Woman clearly supported this evangelical 

belief in her advice to Miss Friendless. 

 The Old Woman reiterated the importance of young women’s familiarity with re-

ligious texts in April 1804. In this issue of the Lady’s Monthly Museum she plainly stated 

“There is one study that concerns us all—I mean that of religion.”11 Women of every 

class whether upper, middle, or lower according to the Old Woman benefitted from reli-

gious study. However, she lamented, “by some strange and unaccountable neglect, this 

divine science, which alone can confer happiness here and hereafter, is left to be picked 
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up by chance” and as a result she maintained, young women often found themselves, 

“launched into the world, without principles to guide, restrain, or conduct them.”12  The 

Old Woman believed that her society had begun to devalue religious education and 

young woman’s manners suffered as a result. 

 The Old Woman illustrated this perceived lack of morality by concluding this is-

sue of her column with a story of a young woman whose immorality stemmed from a 

lack of religious education.  According to the Old Woman, a young girl named Antoinette 

had a father who did little to inculcate religion or morality to his daughter. In fact, the 

Old Woman wrote that he was himself known for his irreligion.13  Instead of receiving a 

proper education at home, Antoinette was sent to France, and she returned to England 

“with all the premature knowledge of the world, which a fashionable but immoral and ir-

religious education could give her.”14 When Antoinette’s father passed away, he left his 

daughter an ample fortune, making her attractive to many suitors.  Unrestrained by moral 

conviction, she flirted indiscriminately with many of the men in her acquaintance and fre-

quently approached, as the Old Woman delicately put it, the “line of guilt,” before men 

who only paid her deference because of her fortune and her connections lost interest.15  

 According to the Old Woman, Antoinette eventually met a man as reckless as her-

self and eloped with him. However, she quickly realized that she disliked marital life and 

                                                 
12 Ibid., 220.  
13 Ibid. 
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gave up a large part of her fortune to entice her husband into an agreement of separa-

tion.16  Shortly after, Antoinette realized her reputation was so tainted that few of her ac-

quaintances and former friends wished to see her. This revelation caused Antoinette to 

turn to religion for comfort.  The Old Woman wrote, “She veered around all the 

Protestant sects but found no consolation in her wounded mind in the tenets of either.”17  

She then turned to Catholicism, but found no solace in confession.  The Old Woman con-

cluded this story noting that Antoinette “never had the happiness to taste the vital reli-

gion; and her last moments passed in the conflicts of hope and doubts, of shame, rumors, 

and despair.”18  

 This cautionary tale demonstrated the Old Woman’s connection to evangelical-

ism. She clearly associated religious study with the development of morality and proper 

manners. More agreed with the Old Woman arguing in her Strictures on the Modern Sys-

tem of Female Education that religious study informed conduct.  Like the Old Woman, 

she lamented “in general the characteristical principles of Christianity are not early and 

strongly infused into the mind, religion if taught at all is rather taught incidentally as 

thing of subordinate value, than as the leading principles of human action, the great ani-

mating spring of human conduct.”19  

 However, what is more telling about this story is the Old Woman’s specificity 

about what form of Christianity Antoinette should have turned to.  Antoinette attempted 
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to atone for her sins but, according to the Old Woman, found no solace because she 

turned to the “wrong” Protestant sects and to Catholicism. According to the Old Woman 

she should have turned to “vital religion,” the term used most notably by Wilberforce in 

his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System to describe the intense and all-

consuming faith of a true evangelical Christian.20  Through this story the Old Woman not 

only prescribed the study of religion as way to improve manners but explicitly promoted 

evangelicalism. 

 While the Old Woman deemed scripture and other religious texts as suitable read-

ing materials for young women, she also denounced certain other genres, most notably 

romances and novels. She described such works as “general trash” that distracted young 

women from “everything that is solid, serious, or instructive.”21  Novels and romances 

did not turn young woman’s thoughts towards God.  Furthermore, she argued that young 

women were less innocent after reading a romance or novel because of the imprudent ex-

citement and inherent vice found in many such publications.  In her view, the unrealistic 

circumstances and adventures found in romances and novels set young women up for dis-

appointment and discontent with their station in life.22  The Old Woman demonstrated her 

stance on “light reading,” in her responses to several letters from her readers.23  

                                                 
20 Wilberforce, A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of Professed Christians, in the Higher 
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   In March 1801, a young woman who called herself Eliza Languish wrote to the 

Old Woman expressing her love for novels.  She wrote, “My only delight is reading nov-

els and romances.”24  However, Miss Languish lamented that her mother believed her 

“strangely altered,” as she could “neither eat, drink, nor sleep…in hopes that some Ado-

nis [was] coming to throw himself,” at her feet.25  Miss Languish’s mother attributed her 

behavior to novels and romances and locked up all of the reading materials in the house 

other than the Bible.26 She concluded her letter with a request for the Old Woman to 

speak a kind word to novels so her mother may be persuaded to return them to her.  The 

Old Woman denied this request. Instead of endorsing novels and romances, the Old 

Woman commended the actions of Miss Languish’s mother. She reminded her corre-

spondent that novels and romances bred discontent and that it was her duty as a daughter 

to obey her mother.27 

 The Old Woman received another letter in the winter of 1802 from a reader who 

referred to herself as Deborah Newlove.  Miss Newlove related she was fond of reading 

but “exhausted all the little stock of books found in the home.”28 She hoped that the Old 
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Woman would give her suggestions on what books she should purchase with the little 

money she saved.  She related that her mother did not allow her to read the newspaper 

and only recently allowed her to read the Old Woman’s column.29  The Old Woman re-

plied by stating that she would not recommend any particular books “lest it should be 

supposed that she had any interest in their sale.”30  However, she referred Miss Newlove 

to review the lines of study the Old Woman had already recommended.  She ended her 

reply reiterating “Novels she never recommended to females; not because they may not 

be good, but because most of them are bad.”31 

 In 1799, the Old Woman expanded on the perceived dangers of novel reading 

with an anecdote about a young woman named Albina, whose love for romance novels 

“heated her imagination,” to the point where she hallucinated being part of the story.  Ac-

cording to the Old Woman, one afternoon Albina went to a hidden pavilion to meet her 

secret sweetheart, Edwin. However, she never made it to the meeting spot and was later 

found by her family unconscious.  When she was revived, she screamed out in terror and 

related that while on her walk she heard shrieking sounds and saw ghosts and hooded fig-

ures before a young man swooped in and rescued her. In order to discover the underlying 

cause of her seemingly exaggerated story, the family asked the local vicar to question 

people in their acquaintance who may have information explaining their daughter’s dis-

tress. The vicar, already suspicious that romances were behind her agitation, questioned 

                                                 
29 Ibid., 80. 
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one of the servants named Abigail. Abigail knew of Albina’s secret relationship with Ed-

win and confessed to purposely scaring her out of jealousy.  She used a white sheet to ap-

pear like a ghost, and noticing Albina’s fright, used a black cloak to scare her further.  

The vicar then questioned Albina about her reading habits finding “the whole preceding 

day she had been reading a romance,” containing fantastical elements.32  Frightened by 

the agitation the romance had caused, Albina was “effectually cured of her taste for ro-

mances.”33 

 The Old Woman’s thoughts on novels and romances mirrored sentiments ex-

pressed by Wilberforce.  Wilberforce argued in his A Practical View of the Prevailing 

Religious System “A careful perusal of the most celebrated pieces [novels and ro-

mances],” gave “truth to the remark, that the grand peculiarities of Christianity are almost 

vanished from view.”34  The Old Woman and evangelicals such as Wilberforce promoted 

religious reading because it instilled Christian virtues.  Wilberforce made it clear that 

novels and romances were void of such improving content and that their popularity high-

lighted the overall lack of devotion in late Georgian society. 

 Gisborne was more outspoken about his views on novels and romances.  He 

agreed with the Old Woman writing in his An Enquiry into the Duties of the Female Sex 

“To indulge the practice of reading romances is, in several other particulars liable to produce 
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mischievous effects.”35  Undoubtedly, he would have seen such “mischief” in the agitation expe-

rienced by Miss. Languish or in Albina’s absurd hallucinations.  He expanded on this view fur-

ther, articulating that novels and romances rendered “the mind secretly corrupted,” and 

“that in exact correspondence with the increase of the passion for reading novels, an aver-

sion to reading of a more improving nature will gather strength.”36  Like the Old Woman 

and Wilberforce, Gisborne believed the reading of romances and novels discouraged 

young women away from more instructive materials. 

 Similarly, More believed “novels and romances have been made vehicles of vice 

and infidelity.”37  She argued in her Strictures on the Modern System of Female Educa-

tion “the corruptions occasioned by these books has spread so wide, and descended so 

low as to have become of the most universal as well and most pernicious sources of cor-

ruption amongst us.”38  She encouraged those in charge of female education to teach their 

pupils, “Human life is not a splendid romance, spangled over with brilliant adventures, 

and enriched with extraordinary occurrences, and diversified with wonderful incidents; 

lead her to not expect that it will abound with scenes which will call extraordinary quali-

ties and wonderful powers of perpetual action.”39 More believed novels and romances 

caused young woman to experience a disconnect with reality.  As seen in the Old 

Woman’s column, Miss Languish hoped a handsome gentleman would throw himself at 
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her feet and Albina imagined a world in which her lover saved her from the clutches of 

ghosts and phantoms.  Evangelicals sought to promote acceptance of one’s place in soci-

ety.  Novels and romances disrupted this notion. 

 The Old Woman encouraged the study of religious texts over more frivolous read-

ing not only because she believed it improved young women as individuals, but also be-

cause the study of scripture and other religious works instilled the virtue of benevolence  

and equipped women to attend to both the temporal and spiritual needs of others during 

their leisure time. In February 1804 the Old Woman instructed her readers: 

 

Young ladies who are not under the necessity of laboring for themselves, have 

much to answer for, if they apply none of their leisure to the benefits of the poor.  

By making articles of dress for them, by teaching their children the outlines of 

their  duty to God, their neighbors, their parents, and themselves, by many 

nameless acts  of kindness and encouragement, by assistance when more immedi-

ately wanted, and  by enforcing the necessity of industry, economy, and vir-

tue, they may render themselves a blessing to their vicinity and “lay up for them-

selves treasures which neither rust nor moth will corrupt, nor thieves break 

through and steal.40  
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As the English middle class grew in affluence, particularly from trade and growing indus-

trialization, women from this social group increasingly had spare time. While they had 

domestic duties to attend to they no longer had to labor as hard for the upkeep of their 

households and families.  Fearful of a spirit of idleness settling over these women, evan-

gelical advice literature sought to direct their attentions towards charitable work.  Evan-

gelicals believed that on judgement day individuals would provide a detailed account of 

how they spent their time on earth. It was their Christian duty to spend a significant part 

of that time improving the lives of those less fortunate in their communities. Wilberforce 

summed up this belief in his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System.   

He argued that true Christians strove to imitate Christ. In their imitation of Christ he ar-

gued  “a vigorous principle of enlarged and active charity spring up within us; and we go 

forth with alacrity, desirous of treading in the footsteps of our Blessed Master, and of 

manifesting our gratitude for his unmerited goodness, by bearing each other’s burdens, 

and abounding in the rested labors of benevolence.”41 Evangelicals were also determined 

to extend their faith to others, fearful of the fate that awaited those who did not adhere to 

their form of vital Christianity.42 Outside of providing for the basic needs of those in 

poorer circumstances, evangelical charity also included instructing others in vital Christi-

anity, reading the Bible to the illiterate, or distributing religious  texts to the less fortu-

nate. Idleness was out of the question when souls were at stake. 
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 The importance evangelicals placed on benevolence as a means to prevent idle-

ness is noticeable in the Old Woman’s November 1803 column.  In this issue of the 

Lady’s Monthly Museum the Old Woman featured a letter written by a well-respected 

young woman in her acquaintance, who stressed the importance of benevolence.  Her 

correspondent warned her peers to exercise caution in how they spent their free time.  She 

reminded them “ye must give an account of the moments spent on earth, and answer to 

your Redeemer for the time given you to be employed for your benefit, to render you 

worthy partakers of heavenly love.” 43 She elaborated further writing, “it behoves you my 

fair countrywomen, to employ to the best advantage, the hours allotted you; to permit no 

fugitive moment to escape, unaccompanied by improvement or unmarked by some good 

deed.”44  The Old Woman’s inclusion of this letter in her column suggested she shared 

similar views. 

 These excerpts echo sentiments expressed by Wilberforce. In his A Practical View 

of the Prevailing Religious System, Wilberforce frequently discussed judgement day and 

his belief that Christians needed to prepare themselves to provide an account of their time 

spent on earth. He specifically stated, “When summoned to give an account of our stew-

ardship,” Christians will “answer for the use which we made of our bodily organs, and of 

the means of relieving the wants and necessities of our fellow creatures.”45  Like the Old 
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Woman’s correspondent, Wilberforce believed that good works must mark a Christian’s 

account of their temporal lives.  Later in his treatise Wilberforce wrote that true Chris-

tians must “be active, useful, generous towards others,” as well as “ashamed of idleness 

as they would be of the most acknowledged sin.”46  Again, these thoughts reflect the ad-

vice given in the Old Woman’s column.  Evangelicals were convinced that every moment 

must be filled by action.  Benevolent actions and charity brought them closer to their Re-

deemer.       

 The weight the Old Woman gave to charitable employment was reiterated in the 

fall of 1804. In the previous chapter, the Old Woman’s encounters with the Townly and 

the Homley families during her summer excursions showcased her support of domestic 

education. The contrast the Old Woman drew between the young women in both of these 

families also illustrated the importance she put on female benevolence. The Old Woman 

disliked the Townly girls for their lack of domesticity, but in addition to criticizing their 

low domestic aptitudes the Old Woman also admonished them for not spending a portion 

of their time helping those in need in their community.  She recalled asking the girls, “If 

they had ever tried to find amusement from their exercise of benevolence; from visiting 

the cottagers of their neighborhood, disposing of their superfluities in relieving the needy, 

raising the sick, to instructing the young.”47  She was disappointed when the girls told her 
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that, instead of actively conducting acts of kindness themselves their servants occasion-

ally performed good deeds in their name.48 

  The Old Woman once more juxtaposed her meeting with the Townly women to 

her visit with the Homley family. Mr. Homley’s two daughters paid close attention to 

their domestic responsibilities, but also spent time exercising benevolence within their 

community. According to the Old Woman, both girls religiously used their time in the 

evening to call “on their poor laborers and tenants, inquiring into their wants, hearing 

their complaints, favoring them with their advice, when advice can be of service, and 

supplying their wants, not with wasteful liberality, but in a manner best adapted to the ex-

igencies intended to be relived.”49 In the following issue of the Monthly Museum the Old 

Woman told her readers she hoped her young readers “held up to imitation,” the active 

charity practiced by the Homley women.50 

 The comparison the Old Woman drew between the charitable acts of the Townly 

and Homley women mirrored evangelical beliefs in two ways.  Firstly, evangelicals ar-

gued that sporadic benevolence lacked sincerity.  Hannah More wrote in her Strictures on 

the Modern System of Female Education, that charitable actions must not “be left to the 

event of contingent circumstances, or the operation of accidental impress; but it must be 

established into a principle, and wrought into a habit.”51  She further elaborated, in order 
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to make benevolence a habit, women must set a specific portion of their days aside to 

practice it.52  The Townly women did not habitually work within their community.  How-

ever, the Homely girls spent a few hours in the evening regularly seeing to the needs of 

those less fortunate than themselves.  Consequently, the Old Woman lifted the Homley 

girls up as examples for other women.  

 The second way in which the Old Woman’s comparison of Townly and Homley 

ladies reflected evangelical ideals related to the social status of both families.  As noted in 

the previous chapter, it is evident that the Townlys and Homleys were both part of the 

English upper class.  As a result, their duty to society was considered greater.  Yet, as the 

middle class grew and began to experience increased prosperity, women of this group 

were expected to perform, in proportion to their individual circumstances, duties tradi-

tionally reserved for upper class women.  To disseminate the habits of benevolence al-

ready practiced by elite English women to the middle class, evangelicals used portraits of 

these aristocratic ladies as examples for the middle class women to emulate.  More ar-

gued the lives of upper class women were “naturally regarded as pattern by which the 

manners of the rest of the world are to be fashioned.”53  The Old Woman specifically 

stated she used the actions of the Homely women as an example for her middle class 

readers to mimic.  Like many late Georgian evangelicals, the Old Woman used portrai-

ture as a device to encourage benevolence.  
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 Further evidence of the Old Woman’s endorsement of evangelical benevolence is 

revealed in the June 1800 edition of her column. Similar to her use of the Homleys as an 

example for her readers to imitate, the Old Woman used the journal entries of one of her 

correspondents that she described as a “most amiable” young woman.54  The Old 

Woman’s correspondent recorded visiting her poor neighbors later that Sunday afternoon. 

During these calls she, “distributed catechisms among the younger children,” and to those 

more advanced in years “gave prayer-books which were received with every sign of grat-

itude.”55  She then reflected, “May a proper use be made of my humble, but well-meant 

endeavors to serve such as stand in need of affluence and encouragement in the paths of 

Religion and Virtue!”56 Characteristic of evangelicals, this young woman cared deeply 

about the spiritual state of her neighbors.  The Old Woman’s inclusion of these journal 

entries suggested that she supported this young woman’s attempts to encourage religious 

devotion within her community. 
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  Gisborne and More similarly discuss the use of charity as a way to cultivate reli-

gious devotion.  Gisborne reminded women in his An Enquiry Into the Duties of the Fe-

male Sex “In relieving the temporal afflictions of your fellow creatures, forget not the 

highest office of charity, that of providing for their religious improvement.”57  More reit-

erated this notion writing in her Strictures on the Modern System of Female Education, 

“It is earnestly hoped to impress on ladies with the importance of superintending the in-

struction of the poor, part of charity is to give them moral and religious books.”58  Evan-

gelicals sought to relieve temporal afflictions.  However, securing the souls of those in 

their acquaintance was paramount.  The young lady featured in the Old Woman’s journal 

was clearly in tune with this evangelical mission. 

   The main goal of late Georgian evangelicals was to reverse what they perceived 

as an alarming trend: the lack of God and spirituality within their society.  Through using 

literature meant to promote proper modes of behavior as a vehicle, evangelicals at-

tempted to promote vital Christianity and inject God and religious values back into the 

everyday lives of of English citizens.  Evangelical literature directed towards women spe-

cifically emphasized the importance of reading Scripture and other religiously themed 

works, and denounced reading the more popular novels and romances that they felt bred 

vice and discontent.  This type of reading encouraged and prepared women to perform 

benevolence that not only improved the temporal lives of those less fortunate, but also 

promoted their spiritual well-being.  Upper class women certainly had the leisure time to 
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read and assist others in their communities and with the affluence brought to the middle 

class during the late Georgian period, women of the middling ranks increasingly had 

some time to study and serve their immediate neighborhoods as well.  The advice found 

in the Old Woman’s column relating to young women’s leisure pursuits clearly aligned 

with the objectives found in the writings of the most notable late Georgian evangelicals.
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CHAPTER IV 

 

HOW TO FIND A MAN AND KEEP HIM:  THE OLD WOMAN AND  

EVANGELICAL SENTIMENTS ON COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE 

 

 The domestic and religious education encouraged by both the Old Woman and 

late Georgian evangelicals served to prepare young women for the next phase of their 

lives: marriage.  In January 1804, the Old Woman stated that “courtship and matri-

mony…are the two most important situations in which a female can be placed.”1  The 

gravity the Old Woman put on these stages of young women’s lives corresponded with 

the importance late Georgian evangelicals placed on marriage and the home.  William 

Wilberforce declared in his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System that 

nothing is more pleasing “to a considerate mind than that of a happy couple, happy in 

each other and in the pledges of mutual love, uniting in an act of grateful adoration to the 

Author of all their mercies, recommending each other, and the objects of their common 

care, to Divine protection.”2  Wilberforce’s portrait of domestic sublimity was the foun-

dation of evangelicalism. Evangelicals believed the family unit was where morality, 

proper values, and manners were developed most effectively.  A woman’s responsibility 
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as a wife was to create an atmosphere that fostered domestic happiness and the moral de-

velopment of her family through performing the relative duties appointed to her by God.  

Given that the efficacy of evangelicalism was based in the home, and that women played 

a significant role in familial stability, it is unsurprising that leaders of the evangelical 

reformation of manners offered extensive amounts of advice on courtship and marriage. 

The Old Woman also dedicated many of her columns to matters of conjugality and re-

ceived numerous letters primarily from young middle class women attempting to navi-

gate the challenges of the heart and home. Her advice to her young readership reflected 

evangelical attitudes towards women’s proper conduct during courtship and marriage. 

 In order to enjoy felicity in the married state, a young woman first had to over-

come the trials and tribulations of courtship. The Old Woman sought to provide assis-

tance with this watershed period in women’s lives by warning against certain entrapments 

that often prevented conjugal happiness.  One particular pitfall the Old Woman fre-

quently counseled her readership against was the formation of imprudent attachments.  In 

July 1807 the Old Woman answered a series of questions submitted by a young lady who 

called herself Lydia Quisitive.  One of Miss Quisitive’s questions was “Is it prudent to 

from any partial connection with a person whom circumstances will not allow to marry, 

till perhaps a remote and uncertain period?”3  The Old Woman responded to Miss Qusi-

tive advising her “Such connections are generally unfortunate; and though they are  

                                                 
 3 “Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being 
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British Fair, v. 19, July 1807, 4. 
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frequently formed with the best intentions on both sides it is wisdom to avoid them.”4  

The circumstances Miss Qusitive referred to in her question are vague, but one particular 

situation the Old Woman frequently advised her young readers to avoid was developing 

attachments to suitors whose class and financial situation differed from their own. 

 Evangelicals had strong opinions on the intermingling of young women from dif-

ferent classes when it came to education.  Such connections they believed bred discontent 

with the situation appointed to them by God.  The emphasis evangelicals put on individu-

als accepting their place in life was even more important when it came to socialization 

that led to a marriage. The Old Woman expressed her sentiments on the imprudence of 

partners originating from different social classes in greater detail in the late months of 

1803.  In November, the Old Woman published a letter written by a young woman named 

Madeline who had fallen for a man named Henry.  Madeline related that Henry possessed 

many personal charms but was financially situated significantly below her station.  Both 

sets of parents consequently forbade the union fearing that discontent and resentment 

would develop because of Madeline’s reduction in circumstances. Despite their parents’ 

orders, Madeline related that she maintained a correspondence with her ineligible suitor 

for several years, hoping he would find a way to support her and gain their families’ ap-

proval. However, her hopes were dashed when Henry wrote to her and lamented that “he 

shall not be able to maintain me in the way I have been accustomed for years,” despite 

                                                 
4 Ibid. The Old Woman may also be referring to connections between young women and men in the navy. 

Many young men were leaving England to fight in the Napoleonic Wars. It was, of course, uncertain if 

these young men would return.  
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his greatest efforts, and “he will not reduce me in the world.”5  Heartbroken, Madeline 

asked the Old Woman how to approach this unfortunate situation. 

 The Old Woman responded to Madeline writing, “Frequent experience, and con-

stant observation, confirm the dangerous and often fatal consequences of early imprudent 

attachments.”6  She further contended, “It has ever been a maxim with me, to dissuade 

young persons, whose union must depend on remote contingencies, from forming any 

partial attachments.”7  She then advised Madeline to deeply examine her heart and ascer-

tain Henry’s true motives. While she criticized unions that bridged the socio-economic 

divide, the Old Woman nevertheless offered hope to her correspondent.  The Old Woman 

wrote that Madeline’s parents might consent to the match if she could persuade them that 

Henry’s motivations were pure, the chances of another match were unlikely, and that she 

was resigned to living in reduced circumstances.  Madeline replied again several months 

later and informed the Old Woman that she believed Henry’s intentions were honorable 

and, though the families still forbade the union, she intended to carry on the courtship and 

eventually marry Henry.8  The Old Woman included a much harsher response to Made-

line in her February 1804 column. She told Madeline that if Henry was willing to marry 

                                                 
 5 “Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being 
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her against the will of both their families, his character was questionable and she may 

reasonably expect unfaithfulness to pervade their marriage.  “An undutiful son or daugh-

ter,” the Old Woman cautioned, “will never make a good husband or wife.”9  Though the 

Old Woman initially tried to remain delicate in her advice to Madeline, it is clear she be-

lieved the difference in class between the two lovers caused complications that were best 

avoided. 

  The following fall the Old Woman included letters written by a husband and wife 

that highlighted the issues that arose when a courtship between a man and woman from 

different classes ended in a marriage. These letters served as a warning to her younger 

readers. The wife who called herself Jane Hogsflesh penned the first letter.  Mrs. Hog-

flesh wrote to the Old Woman seeking advice on how to bear her husband she described 

as “curlish,” and a “bumpkin of a farmer.”10 She related that her father was a tradesman 

and growing up she was accustomed to a certain amount of comfort, including access to 

reading materials and being able to follow the latest fashions.  She apparently had many 

suitors all of whom she turned away due to her vanity.  Missing more suitable opportuni-

ties, she eventually settled for her husband who, as a farmer, possessed far less wealth 

than her father.  She further lamented that her husband expected her to perform farm 

work and though she found such labor detestable, she complied for several years hoping 
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her husband would indulge her by allowing a trip to a public place such as London or 

Bath.11  He did not.  Mrs. Hogflesh concluded her letter by asking the Old Woman to rep-

rimand Mr. Hogflesh for his supposed mistreatment of her.12  

 Her husband, who wrote to the Old Woman as Anthony Hogflesh, responded to 

his wife’s accusations.  He told the Old Woman “I love my Jane better than she loves me; 

and if I could prevail on her to mind the business of the farm, and to give up on all 

thoughts of gadding about, and wishing to be polite, forsooth I would readily indulge her 

in anything consistent with my station; and she might even lay out a shilling or two a 

month, in buying the little pretty book in which your advice to females and observations 

on their conduct appear,” instead of borrowing it from their neighbor.13  However, he la-

mented that his wife refused to acclimate herself to her new position.  He ended his letter 

to the Old Woman exclaiming “Mercy on us! When a farmer’s wife wants to be a lady of 

fashion, and to visit the haunts of dissipation, I am more alarmed than if I saw a blazing 

star, or heard a screech owl at my window.”14  The Old Woman responded to these letters 

by chastising Mrs. Hogflesh for her conduct.  She mused that if Mrs. Hogflesh thought it, 

                                                 
11 Ibid., 77. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid., 78. It is important to highlight that Mrs. Hogflesh had access to the Lady’s Monthly Museum 
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“proper to become the wife of a farmer, she ought not to repine at performing the duties, 

and supporting the privation of her station.”15 The Hogfleshes marriage was clearly an 

unhappy one. The Old Woman’s inclusion of these letters in her column and rebuke of 

Mrs. Hogflesh clearly indicated she thought the unequal marriage was a poor choice. 

 Late Georgian evangelicals such as Gisborne and More condemned the impru-

dence of forming attachments across social class lines.  Gisborne wrote in his An Enquiry 

Into the Duties of the Female Sex that “a wide difference in rank antecedently to marriage 

is…productive of disquietude.16  Gisborne commented further on the imprudence of class 

disparity in romantic connections writing that “a sudden reduction in outward appear-

ance,” was often “felt as degrading,” particularly for women.17  More likewise empha-

sized the importance of forming connections within the confines of a young woman’s 

own class.  In her novel Coelebs In Search of Wife, More included in her larger plot a 

story about a young woman who wisely relinquished an attachment with a man below her 

station. More wrote, “She had long entertained a partiality for a most deserving young 

clergyman, much her inferior in rank and fortune.”18  However, “her sense of filial duty 

led her to sacrifice this innocent connection,” and allowed her to form an attachment to a 

man from her own class, resulting in a marriage that was eventually very happy.19  

                                                 
15 Ibid. 79 
16 Thomas Gisborne, An Enquiry Into The Duties of The Female Sex, PDF. London: T Cadell and W. Da-
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More’s incorporation of this anecdote in her larger novel, dedicated to helping the young 

navigate matters of conjugality, shows that More believed class played an important role 

in the forming of prudent and happy marriages. 

   In addition to warning her young readers against unequal attachments, the Old 

Woman also advised her readers to be wary of accepting advances from men whose char-

acter was either unknown or questionable. In the summer of 1803, the Old Woman in-

cluded a story in her column about a young woman in her acquaintance named Louisa 

Melville. Miss Melville was a pretty, young woman who upon entering her teens at-

tracted many men whom she had known for years.  However, she felt no ardent inclina-

tion to any of these men and vanity prompted her to decline the advances of suitors 

whose intentions were pure. By the age of twenty-five she realized that her chances of at-

tracting a suitable partner were significantly reduced by the imprudent actions of her 

teens.20  Around this time her father also passed away and her situation as an unmarried 

woman without the protection of a father or other male figure made her situation even 

more precarious.  The Old Woman told her readers that “In this situation she was ad-

dressed by a gentleman, who, in the height of her popularity, would have experienced 

only ridicule or disdain.”21  However, “wearied of her unprotected state, she listened to 
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his proposal, though a stranger, and unknown.”22  The Old Woman related that they mar-

ried quickly “but in less than twelve months he deserted her and an infant daughter; and 

to the inexpressible anguish of the unhappy woman, it was found that the villain had an-

other wife, and a large family, whom he had previously abandoned, residing in Ireland.”23  

According to the Old Woman, Miss Melville made a mistake by thinking having passion 

for a man was more important than his character. As a result, Miss Melville settled for a 

stranger who lacked the integrity of her early suitors. 

 In April 1807, the Old Woman shared a similar story about another young woman 

in her acquaintance named Julia who married a man before understanding his true charac-

ter. Julia was the daughter of a clergyman and was noticed by a yeoman in her father’s 

parish who she knew possessed a good heart. However, the attachment she felt for this 

man was superseded by her parents’ hope that she would marry the far wealthier squire of 

the parish, who just recently came to visit his estate.24 He possessed good manners, and 

not wanting to go against her parents’ wishes, Julia formed an attachment with the squire 

“and wedded a man she had little knowledge of, and who was equally ignorant of her real 

merits.”25  After the initial novelty of marriage wore off it was not long before Julia wit-

nessed the immoral character of her husband.  He found a mistress and Julia, sadly, un-

covered his plan to desert her while he took his mistress to the continent.26  Though the 
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squire possessed more wealth, his character was poor and his morality lacking.  Like 

Miss Melville, Julia made the wrong choice by attaching herself to a man whose charac-

ter was unknown.  Furthermore, in this case the Old Woman believed that because the 

parents’ advice was detrimental, Julia should have chosen the man whose character was 

familiar, though it went against her family’s wishes. Through the misfortune of these 

women the Old Woman advised her readers to exercise caution during courtship and 

form connections with men with well-established, moral characters. 

  Like the Old Woman, Gisborne warned young women in his An Enquiry Into the 

Duties of the Female Sex that, “A woman who receives for her husband a person of 

whose moral character she knows not more of than that it is outwardly decent stakes her 

welfare upon a very hazardous experiment.”27  He further reminded a young woman that, 

“if she should unite herself to a man who is unsettled as to the principles or careless as to 

the practical duties of Christianity, she has to dread not only the risk of personal unhappi-

ness,” but “the dangerous contagion of intimate example.”28  In regards to courtship he 

further posed the question “Unless the dispositions, the temper, the traits, the genuine 

character, and inmost principles are mutually known; what rational hope, what tolerable 

chance of happiness could subsist?”29 Miss Melville and Julia certainly did not find hap-

piness when they married men before becoming familiar with their characters. 
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 More also commented on the importance of choosing a man whose character had 

been carefully observed. In her novel, Coelebs in Search of Wife, the main female charac-

ter Lucilla received a proposal from of man of great wealth, Lord Station. He was a fam-

ily friend, but Lucilla had only met him on several occasions.  When he proposed to her 

she rejected him stating that “His rank and fortune were above her expectation.  To his 

natural advantages there could be no reasonable objection.”30 However, she felt disin-

clined to accept his proposal because she had not spent enough time with him to discern 

his true character and from what she had observed, “she feared his principles were not 

those of a man with whom should could venture to trust her own.”31  More’s character 

Lucilla, unlike Miss Melville and Julia, exercised good judgement in rejecting a man of 

whose character she was unsure. Inserting this situation into her novel, meant to instruct 

young readers, makes it evident that More, like the Old Woman, placed importance in 

forming attachments to suitors whose characters had been carefully discerned.  For the 

Old Woman and late Georgian evangelicals, moral character outweighed other considera-

tions in choice of partner.     

 Turning from the Old Woman’s advice on courtship to her guidance specific to 

marriage, and women’s roles within marital unions, the influence of evangelical princi-

ples on the content of her column becomes more evident.  In January 1807 the Old 

Woman described the importance these divinely entrusted responsibilities writing that:  

 The wife, the matron, has many important duties to discharge. To her husband and 

her family she owes assiduity and respect, assistance and advice. She has not time 
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to waste in idleness, and ought to seek no pleasure but the gratification resulting 

from a conscientious, regard to the obligations she has contracted. This indeed, 

will be sufficiently great; for nothing is so delightful as the performance of the 

relative duties.”32 
 

The Old Woman clearly believed that the relative duties charged to wives were key to 

conjugal happiness.  

 In the fall of 1802, the Old Woman’s featured a letter across several of her col-

umns that showcased the conduct of a young woman whom performed her relative duties 

well. The letter was written by a young lady named Mary, who the Old Woman com-

mended for her efforts in brining comfort to her husband during a difficult time.  Mary 

began her letter by relating to the Old Woman that she married a young gentleman named 

William and left her countryside home for London shortly after marrying so her husband 

could better oversee the trade of his employer.  Upon reaching London, Mary quickly re-

alized the income that had maintained them comfortably in the country was not enough in 

town.  She told the Old Woman, “I soon learned that London unites the two extremes of 

wealth and wretchedness.”33  Despite their reduced circumstances, William encouraged 

Mary to enjoy the many amusements of London.  Yet, she reported to the Old Woman 
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that she “resolved not to diminish our slender finances, by a repetition of expenses.”34 In-

stead she attended to her domestic duties and attempted to turn some profit from her la-

bor, primarily through her work as a seamstress.  

 Mary further lamented that during this period of financial insecurity she “ob-

served with sorrow inexpressible, that my dear William daily became more pensive and 

thoughtful; and though his attentions and endearments to his family were not in the least 

abated, it was evident that he was unhappy. A thousand times, I conjured him, by the love 

he had ever shewn me, to let me into the cause of his uneasiness,” which she knew was 

the financial pressure.35  After months of observing the melancholy and unease of her 

husband she told the Old Woman that “I thought it incumbent upon me, by every law of 

honor and morality, to assist his endeavors, and to extricate him from his difficulties.”36  

One afternoon she walked upon a small seminary school for children in search of a new 

teacher.  She inquired about the position, was quickly hired, and given an annual wage of 

50 pounds, a sum that greatly eased the financial burdens of her husband. The job that 

Mary acquired aligned with ways in which evangelicals thought women should spend 

their free time. She found work instructing the young in religion, an employment evan-

gelicals thought suitable for women.  These efforts Mary recalled further endeared her to 

William who she happily remembered expressed his gratitude by exclaiming “Your [sic] 

too good, Mary!” when he heard about her efforts to ease his difficulties.37 
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 Mary performed her relative duties well by easing the cares and worries of her 

husband through domestic employment and economic prudence.  Her performance of her 

relative duties exemplified the wifely character evangelicals such as Wilberforce, Gis-

borne, and More advised young wives to adopt.  Wilberforce wrote in his A Practical 

View of the Prevailing Religious System that “vital Christians” were “manifestly moder-

ate and self-denying in themselves,” and that they avoided recreational pleasures when 

they caused “domestic dissipation.”38  Though Wilberforce is addressing all evangelicals, 

he made it evident that it was important to put domestic cares and stability above all other 

matters, which Mary certainly did.   

 Gisborne more specifically advised young women in his An Enquiry Into the Du-

ties of the Female Sex that “Instead of squandering in extravagance and parade,” young 

wives should make it their “constant aim to obey the scriptural precepts of sobriety and 

moderation,” in order to promote domestic felicity.39 He also wrote that in the bearing of 

a spouse’s burdens was, “the fulfillment of one of the highest duties of the union.”40  

More agreed with these notions in her novel Colebes in Search of a Wife.  Her character 

Mr. Stanley noted assiduity, perseverance, and industry as the “qualities most carefully 

cherished and commended,” by husbands.41  Like the Old Woman, prominent late Geor-

gian evangelicals thought young women’s careful attention to the cares of their families, 
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particularly their husbands, was important to domestic happiness.  They also advised that 

it was crucial for a wife to carry some of her husband’s burdens.  

 While the Old Woman’s inclusion of the letter submitted by Mary gave her read-

ers an example to follow, she also often included letters written by women who failed to 

perform their part in forming a happy marital union.  A woman who went by the name 

Mueletta submitted such a letter to the Old Woman in the spring of 1799.  The Old 

Woman’s correspondent related that she was lucky the have been united to “a man of 

sense and moral goodness,” and if she had “been willing to learn, just notions of conjugal 

duty,” she “might have passed through life with comfort and satisfaction.”42  However, 

she “neglected every feminine art to engage him as a friend,” and “repaid to his fondness 

and attention with sullen reserve.”43  She further told the Old Woman that, “For years her 

unhappy,” husband “bore all my malignity with patient fortitude,” before finding a 

woman willing to promote domestic happiness rather than antagonize it.  He left Mueletta 

for this woman.  Mueletta failed to attempt to fulfill her relative duty of building a happy 

home and marriage.  Her failure had dire consequences and her story served as a caution-

ary tale for the Old Woman’s young readers. 

 Another important relative duty of a wife was to submit in obedience to the di-

vinely appointed head of the home, the husband.  In her second column the Old Woman 
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argued that women should always be, “Sensible of their weakness by nature,” and “ren-

der themselves objects of the fond protection of man, rather than competitors in his pow-

ers and authority.”44 The Old Woman’s further supported this marital configuration in the 

replies she gave to Lydia Qusitive in 1807.  In addition to her questions pertaining to 

courtship, Miss Quisitive also asked the Old Woman several questions about women’s 

roles in marriage. Her first question read, “Should a married woman endeavor to support 

her influence by resistance of submission?”45  The Old Woman responded that, “No man 

of generous spirit will submit to be ruled by a woman; and even the worst men will be 

more swayed by silent submission, and a uniform attention to please.”46  Lydia also asked 

the Old Woman, “Is a woman, when married, to have no will of her own?”47  She re-

sponded to Miss Quistive stating, “To support her influence by her amiable qualities is 

truly honorable and cannot fail to have the desired effect; but what she gains by conten-

tion, will be infinitely more than balanced by the loss of her husband’s affections.”48  Fi-

nally, Miss Qusitive posed the question “Is it not the duty of a husband to indulge his 

wife in all her reasonable wants and wishes?”49  The Old Woman instructed Miss Quisi-

tive that, “Of this he ought to be the best judge. What may appear reasonable to the one, 
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would often, I fear, appear ruinous to the other. In families and societies there can be but 

one supreme head; and God and nature have made the husband that head.”50    

 The Old Woman’s answer to this question is telling of her connection to evangeli-

calism.  The belief that God appointed men as the heads of families and not women is 

found in several places in the Bible, most notably in Pauline epistles such as Ephesians.  

As noted, late Georgian evangelicals held a certain affinity with texts written by Paul. 

Paul’s Ephesians 5:23 reads “For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the 

head of the church: and he is the savior of the body.”51  The Old Woman’s advice to Miss 

Qusitive mirrored this verse.  

 The Old Woman answered several other letters submitted by readers who ques-

tioned women’s submissiveness in marriage.  A woman who went by the name Fanny 

Frumpish wrote to the Old Woman in the early months of 1801 complaining about her 

marriage.  According to Mrs. Frumpish she wanted to live according to her rank and sta-

tion although her family, involved in trade, had lost some of their economic stability.52  

She asked her husband if he would allow her to throw a party at their home for forty to 

fifty of their neighbors.  Her husband refused.  However, she admitted that she sent out 

invitations against his will.  When he learned of her impertinence he admonished her 

heavily.  Mrs. Frumpish told the Old Woman that she paid no heed to his moralizing and 
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during the late Georgian period. 
52 Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 6, March 1801, 175. 
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argued that, “women of taste and fashion are not to be guided by the times, nor deprived 

of their amusements.”53  The Old Woman’s reaction to Mrs. Frumpish’s disobedience 

was harsh.  She wrote that Mrs. Frumpish had, “so little regard for her husband, her fam-

ily, or the duties which she owes to society that she ought to be held up as a mirror to de-

ter, and an object to disgust.”54  The Old Woman believed wives must submit to the will 

of their husbands.  Her correspondent’s behavior angered the Old Woman who labeled 

her a pariah for her marital disobedience. 

 In late 1804 and early 1805 the Old Woman featured a set of interesting letters 

that further highlighted the marital discord she believed resulted when a woman refused 

to submit to her husband.  The first letter was penned by a gentleman who went by the 

name of Jabez Oldcoat.  Mr. Oldcoat’s wife apparently spent his money extravagantly, 

though he had frequently pressured her to scale back.  He lamented that he found himself 

“obliged to work double tides, or else sink into poverty and contempt.”55  His wife fre-

quently read the Lady’s Monthly Museum and he asked the Old Woman to, “write a paper 

enforcing the obedience of wives to their husbands,” in the hope his wife would head her 

advice.56 

 His wife certainly saw the letter and responded to her husband’s accusation in her 

own letter to the Old Woman.  She defended her actions telling the Old Woman that it is 

                                                 
53 Ibid., 176. 
54 Ibid.  
55 Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 18, November 1804, 294. 
56 Ibid., 295. 
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only natural that she wished to follow fashion.  Mrs. Oldcoat further wrote that she had 

no doubt that the Old Woman would take her side and that she’d welcome a visit from 

her.57  The Old Woman did not need to visit this couple to hand down her judgement on 

their unhappy marriage.  The following month she wrote, “if a wife forgetting her duty to 

her husband, attempts to engage me in her favor, and she is disposed to bid defiance to 

his lawful commands; I surely cannot show myself more their friend.”58  The Old Woman 

advised women to submit to the will of their husbands.  Her rejection of Mrs. Oldcoat’s 

side of the story demonstrated the importance the Old Woman put on female conjugal 

obedience.  

 The Old Woman’s consistent directive to women to assume the submissive role in 

marriage reflected the opinions given by prominent evangelicals, particularly, Thomas 

Gisborne and Hannah More.  Gisborne wrote in his An Enquiry Into the Duties of the Fe-

male Sex that, “Whether marriage establishes between the husband and wife a perfect 

equality of rights or conveys to the former a certain degree of superiority over the later, it 

is a point not left among Christians to be decided by speculative arguments.  The imita-

tion of the divine will communicated to the first woman immediately after the fall,” is the 

model women must follow whereby Eve submitted to the authority of Adam.59  He 

                                                 
57 Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 14, January 1805, 17. 
58 Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 14, February 1805, 79. 
59 Gisborne, An Enquiry Into The Duties of The Female Sex, 226-227. 
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mused further that “She who is commanded to be subject to her head, the husband, as the 

church is subject to Christ, its head, cannot doubt that obedience when it can innocently 

be rendered, is a branch of her connubial duty.”60  Hannah More voiced her support of 

wifely obedience through the musings of the main character in her novel Coelebs in 

Search of a Wife, Charles.  Charles observed that some women in his acquaintance found 

conjugal obedience degrading.  However, he felt that marital submissiveness was a 

woman’s greatest honor in that it was “connected with the injunction to the woman “to 

promote good works” in her husband; an injunction surely inferring a degree of influence 

that raises her condition and restores her to all the dignity of equality.”61 Through 

Charles, More made it evident that she believed wives submitting to the authority of their 

husbands was not only proper, but a way for women to elevate themselves.62 

 The Old Woman’s advice on courtship and marriage was clearly influenced by the 

late Georgian evangelical revolution of manners.  Like prominent evangelicals of the pe-

riod the Old Woman was mindful of class and instructed young ladies to remain aware of 

how differences in fortune and rank affected relationships.  She also encouraged women 

to value moral character over other attractions during courtship, as accepting a man 

whose character had not been carefully scrutinized could end calamitously. Furthermore, 

                                                 
60 Ibid., 229. 
61 More, Coelebs in Search of a Wife, 13. 
62 Anne Scott, Hannah More: The First Victorian, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2003), 21. More 

was never married.  She was engaged for over six years to a man named William Turner. However, the 

marriage was called off.  It is interesting that More made so much commentary on marriage not having ex-

perienced it herself.  
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the Old Woman endorsed the evangelical concept of relative duty and frequently reiter-

ated that women held the responsibility of promoting marital happiness while remaining 

submissive to their husbands.
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CHAPTER V 

 

THE OLD WOMAN AND THE IMPACT OF THE EVANGELICAL 

 REVOLUTION OF MANNERS 

 

 

 Late Georgian evangelicals sought to restore the religious devotion and morality 

they believed was lost to rationalism and social decadence during the eighteenth century. 

William Wilberforce declared in his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System 

that “the progress of irreligion and the decay of morals at home are such as to alarm 

every considerate mind, and forebode the worst consequences unless some remedy can be 

applied to this growing evil.”1  A solution to this perceived moral decline conceived by 

William Wilberforce and other late Georgian evangelicals such as Hannah More and 

Thomas Gisborne, was reforming the manners of the most influential sect of late Geor-

gian society, the growing middle class. To achieve this aim, prominent evangelicals 

flooded the print market with literature that promoted modes of behavior modeled by 

scriptural constructions of proper male and female conduct.   

 In these manuals and treatises the manners of young women were often addressed 

directly, as evangelicals saw the current fashionable modes of female education and be-

havior particularly alarming. They endeavored to shift the value English society put on 

                                                 
1 William Wilberforce, A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of Professed Christians, in the 

Higher and Middle Classes in this Country, PDF. New York: American Tract Society, 1820. Princeton 

Theological Seminary Library, Princeton; americana. https://archive.org/details/practicalviewofp00wi,(Jan-

uary 16, 2016), 371.  
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women attaining fashionable accomplishments or developing superficial charm to an 

ideal whereby women were valued for their domestic aptitudes, their devotion to religion 

and charity, and their adherence to the relative duties required of them, particularly in the 

married state.  The Old Woman’s advice to her young female readers reflected these 

evangelical attitudes and her column was an active participant in the late Georgian refor-

mation of manners. 

 It is important to note that the constructions of middle class femininity outlined in 

the works of Wilberforce, More, Gisborne, and of course found in the advice provided by 

the Old Woman, outlasted the late Georgian period.  Wilberforce proclaimed in his A 

Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System that if “vital Christians” were to suc-

ceed in reversing the vulgarity of the eighteenth century, “uniformity of conduct and per-

severance in exertion will be requisite.”2  In other words, he believed that evangelicals 

must wholeheartedly commit to the morality and manners that accompanied “vital Chris-

tianity” and consistently set an example for the rest of society if the reformation of man-

ners was to have a full and lasting impact on English behavior.  Given the enthusiastic 

and passionate nature of evangelicalism, it is not surprising that many “vital Christians” 

were committed to ensuring their values were sown into the next generation.  

 Women had a particularly important role in this endeavor.  As already discussed 

women held the significant relative duty of ensuring and developing the morality of their 

families.  Through charity women also had to opportunity to spread evangelical values 

                                                 
2 Ibid., 371. 
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within their immediate communities through teaching and setting a positive example for 

other women.  The evangelical woman, dutiful to her family, consistent in her perfor-

mance of her relative duties, and obedient to her husband undoubtedly influenced the pic-

ture that developed decades later of the Victorian woman— the “angel of the home,” pure 

and submissive in her domestic labors.3  Though by the time of the ascension of Queen 

Victoria in 1837 proper modes of female behavior had lost much of the religious zeal of 

the late Georgian period, it is clear the morality that took root in the English middle class 

during the early part of the nineteenth century as a result of the evangelical revolution of 

manners had a lasting impact. 

 Something more difficult to gauge is the individual impact the Old Woman and 

her column had on middle class female behavior and morality.  For ten years the advice 

of the Old Woman filled the pages of the Lady’s Monthly Museum.  The popularity of her 

advice was evident by the number of women who wrote to her asking for assistance and 

by the many different correspondents who simply wrote to her wondering if she agreed or 

disagreed with their views.  There are several instances of prolonged correspondence that 

allowed contemporaries to see whether or not the Old Woman’s readers took her advice 

or not.  For example, the young woman named Madeline wrote back to the Old Woman 

thanking her for her advice on her precarious romantic situation with a man below her 

station.  However, most of the women the Old Woman instructed never wrote back. 

Whether her advice was taken by Maria Friendless or Lydia Quisitive is unknown. 

                                                 
3 Ian Bradley, The Call to Seriousness: The Evangelical Impact on the Victorians, New York: MacMillian 

Publishing Company, 1976, 151. 
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 What can be determined through the examination of the Old Woman’s column is 

that late Georgian young women had questions about what constituted proper manners 

and often struggled to remain within the bounds of propriety as delineated by evangelical 

moralists.  The Old Woman admonished Jane Hogflesh first for marrying a man below 

her station and then for refusing to obediently fulfill the duties expected of a farmer’s 

wife.  She advised Eliza Languish that her insistence on reading novels was ridiculous 

and that religious reading was a better use of her time.  Fanny Frumpish hoped the Old 

Woman would rebuke her husband for disallowing her to indulge in the latest fashions.  

She instead reminded Mrs. Frumpish that her duty as a wife was to live within the con-

fines of her husband’s budget and that disobedience was unbecoming of a good wife.  

Unlike evangelical manuals and treatises on proper female behavior that only demon-

strate the prescriptive ideal, the Old Woman’s column provides a glimpse into the under-

studied lives of the middle class women she attempted to advise. 

 Though the Old Woman’s adherence to evangelical modes of proper behavior of-

ten made her advice appear harsh, it is imperative to recognize that she clearly created her 

column to help young women.  Indeed, the Old Woman’s dedication to advising young 

women was an evangelical act in itself.  In his An Enquiry Into the Duties of the Female 

Sex, Gisborne wrote that it was incumbent upon evangelical women of a certain age to: 
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consult the improvement of all whom it is in you power to improve, whether con-

nected with you more or less; whether your superiors, your equals, or your inferi-

ors, whether likely to derive a high or lower degree of advantage from your en-

deavors. It binds you to consult their improvement by deliberate advice, by inci-

dental reflection, by silent example; studiously selecting, varying, and combining 

the means, which you employ according to the character and situation of the per-

son whom you desire to benefit. It binds you to do all with earnestness and pru-

dence; with sincerity and benevolence.4 

This excerpt defined what the Old Woman attempted to do with her column and she fre-

quently reiterated that these were her intentions. In the first issue of the Lady’s Monthly 

Museum the Old Woman wrote:  

 In the progress of my calculations I hope it will be found, that though an Old 

 Woman, I am not an ill-natured one; that I think with pleasure of the years of 

 youth that are past, without envying those who have them still to enjoy; and  

that it  is my wish to promote the happiness of others, by detailing those arts  

that contributed to my own, or warning against those errors which infallibly 

end in repentance or disgrace.5  

 

                                                 
4 Thomas Gisborne, An Enquiry Into The Duties of The Female Sex, PDF. London: T Cadell and W. Da-

vies, 1797. Harvard University: Americana, https://archive.org/details/anenquiryintodu06gisbgoog, (Janu-

ary 16, 2016), 403-404. 
5“Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 19, July 1807, 26. 
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 In February of 1807 she further reflected, “At my time of life it is a consolatory employ 

to instruct or amuse the amiable and innocent of my sex.”6 She continued writing, “the 

expiring embers of talent and exertion glow with renovated lustre, at the prospect of 

guarding them from the delusions of youth and error; and pointing out those solid princi-

ples and acquirements, by which their happiness is best secured.”7 In her final the column 

the Old Woman reiterated her purpose.  She wrote, “I have the satisfaction to reflect, that, 

under whatever name I have addressed my readers, or whatever disguise I have assumed, 

my aim has been invariably to diffuse liberal principles, and to enforce moral and reli-

gious observances.”8  The Old Woman’s column fulfilled the evangelical duty Gisborne 

assigned to older women in his manual on proper female behavior. 

 The Old Woman’s advice on female conduct mirrored evangelical attitudes and 

principles and study of her advice column allows a look into the lives of young middle 

class women impacted by the shift that occurred in constructions of femininity because of 

the late Georgian evangelical reformation of manners.  Over a period of ten years she an-

swered the letters and questions submitted by young women, furnished examples of 

women she believed exhibited proper female behavior, showcased improper behavior as 

                                                 
6 “Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 18, February 1807, 53 
7.Ibid. 
8 “Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 20, April 1808, 66. 
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cautionary tales, and imparted the wisdom she gained from her own experiences to im-

prove the manners of young women who read her column.  In the first edition of the 

Lady’s Monthly Museum the Old Woman expressed that if she could service the 

young of her sex in her final years through her advice she would “be quietly resigned to 

heaven,” upon her last breath.9  She hoped that others would remember her as “The Old 

Woman, who did not forget she was once young; and who wished to make the young vir-

tuous that they might be respectable when they became old.”10 

 

                                                 
9 “Old Woman,” Lady’s Monthly Museum or the Polite Repository of Amusement and Instruction: Being an 

Assemblage of whatever can tend to please the Fancy, interest the Mind, or exalt the Character of the Brit-

ish Fair, v. 3, July 1798, 26. 
10 Ibid., 30. 
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